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Abstract
Max Stirner is generally considered a nihilist, anarchist, precursor to Nietzsche, existentialism and even post-structuralism.
Few are the scholars who try to analyse his stands from within its Young Hegelian context without, however, taking all his
references to Hegel and the Young Hegelians as expressions of his own alleged Hegelianism. This article argues in favour of a
radically different reading of Stirner considering his magnum opus ‘‘Der Einzige und sein Eigentum’’ as in part a carefully
constructed parody of Hegelianism deliberately exposing its outwornness as a system of thought. Stirner’s alleged
Hegelianism becomes intelligible when we consider it as a formal element in his criticism of Bauer’s philosophy of selfconsciousness. From within this framework it becomes quite clear what Stirner meant with such notions as ‘‘ownness’’ and
‘‘egoism’’. They were part of his radical criticism of the implicit teleology of Hegelian dialectics as it found according to him
its highmark in Bauer. In short, this article puts the literature on Stirner into question and tries for the ﬁrst time in 30 years to
dismantle Stirner’s entire undertaking in ‘‘Der Einzige und sein Eigentum’’ by considering it ﬁrst and foremost a radical
criticism of Hegelianism and eventually the whole of philosophy while fully engaged in the debates of his time.
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Introduction
The Young Hegelians have recently become the subject of renewed scholarly interest, re-evaluating or
stressing the socio-political dimensions of German theological and philosophical debates of the 1830s and
1840s.1 In light of new research, it might be opportune to re-evaluate a number of arguments which were laid
down many years ago on the relation between Stirner, Hegel and Hegelianism, and which have hardly been
questioned ever since. More than 20 years ago, Lawrence Stepelevich drew some intriguing comparisons
between the Phänomenologie des Geistes and Der Einzige und sein Eigentum.2 Through a number of articles he
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managed to draw scholarly attention to Stirner who was until then merely considered a ‘‘nihilist’’, ‘‘anarchist’’
and precursor to Nietzsche and existentialism.3 Stepelevich argued that the strong Hegelian ties in Stirner’s
work made him somehow the ultimate consequence of Hegelianism. He thus elaborated on a thesis that had
remained implicit in the works of among others Mautz, Arvon and Mc Lellan.4 None have followed in
Stepelevich’s footsteps since, while others to this very day combined his ﬁndings with conclusions that have
been drawn since the initial publication of Der Einzige und sein Eigentum, considering Stirner a distinct
philosopher of anarchism.5 While Stirner’s criticism of Feuerbach has been thoroughly analysed in light of
Marx’s move from humanism towards historical determinism, his criticism of Bauer has always remained a
blank spot in the research on Stirner’s thought.6 Karl Löwith for instance has merely hinted at Bauer’s
inﬂuence on Stirner, a thesis that can be easily derived from Stirner’s enthusiastic review of Bauer’s ‘‘Posaune
des jungsten Gerichts’’.7 All these commentators are of course well aware that Stirner constructed his own
philosophy around his criticism of both Feuerbach and Bauer, but none of them has made Stirner’s criticism
of Bauer intelligible. What will be presented here is nothing less than an entirely new reading of Stirner based
on his criticism of Bauer’s philosophy of self-consciousness. The theses that will ensue from it will rest on our
well-argued assumption that Stirner’s reading of Hegel is strictly Bauerian in both style and sense. The
criticism of Hegel is thus a criticism of Bauer and vice versa. This will consequently open a debate on Stirner’s
opposition to (Young) Hegelianism as a system of thought.
The Young Hegelians: ‘‘dethroning the self’’
Young Hegelianism presented a new account of modernity and freedom, including a criticism of absolutism,
religious dogmatism and rigid particularism. Warren Breckman has argued that this criticism was among
others tied to the question of the nature of sovereignty, linked to the Christian notion of a ‘‘sovereign
individual’’ which was, in turn, derived from the ‘‘absolute sovereignty of god’’.8 Hegel had replaced the
personal god of Christianity by an immanent God (‘‘spirit’’), thus triggering pantheistic readings of his work,
which were intimately linked to a criticism of the existing socio-political order.
The young Ludwig Feuerbach, for instance, criticized the ‘‘personal god’’ of Christianity and its egoist
notion of ‘‘personal immortality’’ by putting the Hegelian notion of ‘‘love’’ in its stead as the main element of
the relation between god and man.9 Not unlike David Friedrich Strauss, who would later claim that mankind
was the incarnation of the relation between human mortality and divine inﬁnity, Feuerbach would eventually
consider man to be ﬁnite, but the species as inﬁnite, realizing as an endless task the predicates projected onto
divinity. As long as this ‘‘universality’’ was projected onto a personal god, mankind would fall victim to a
suffocating egoism.10 Human essence was no longer an idea but an objective reality realized within intersubjective relations. Feuerbach’s initial criticism was thus tied to a communitarian line of thought and
considered the isolated relation between persons and their property to be ‘‘egoistic’’. Feuerbach did not,
however, develop a thorough going criticism of private property.11 Within Hegelian thought, human
personality or freedom was objectiﬁed through property and its use was regulated through ‘‘abstract right’’,
‘‘morality’’ and eventually ‘‘ethical life’’. The state, as the highest culmination point of ethical life, was the last
concrete development of the ‘‘idea’’ of ‘‘freedom’’ in concrete reality. Property was therefore a social relation
where human personality manifested itself for the ﬁrst time in an objective, sensual form through the
recognition of others. It is rather surprising that Warren Breckman paid hardly any attention to Bruno Bauer
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while convincingly arguing that the Young Hegelians’ struggle against the political theology of Restoration
Germany was eventually a struggle over the complicity between concepts of the self and of sovereignity.12
Bauer’s Hegelianism set itself apart from the readings by other Young Hegelians in that it explicitly attributed
to Hegel its own revolutionary stands. Bauer’s politics were thus ﬁrmly intertwined with his philosophical
views. It is without a doubt the merit of Douglas Moggach to have made this link explicit in his inﬂuential
study ‘‘The Philosophy and Politics of Bruno Bauer’’.

Bruno Bauer and ‘‘the conquest of egoism’’
Bruno Bauer derived his notion of inﬁnite self-consciousness from Hegel’s philosophy of subjective spirit,
and opposed it to the pantheistic Hegel readings of Strauss and Feuerbach. Hegel had stressed the concept of
substance as the pure universal that absorbed the particularity of the self and this ‘‘Spinozist moment’’ misled
a number of Young Hegelians into granting substantiality a certain independency over consciousness. Bauer
considered ‘‘the universal’’ to be the immanent history of self-consciousness. The universal was the rational
concept and the particular its embodiment. The universal thus acquired objectivity by incorporating the
particular as an aspect of itself, while the particular elevated itself and became the expression of a higher
principle. Inﬁnite self-consciousness was thus tied up in a dialectical development while it demanded that
individuals acquired the discipline of freedom as universality and repudiated their attachments to merely
alienated or given forms of life.13 Accessing universality was therefore the product of intellectual labour
turning ﬁnite consciousness into the existence form of the rational idea of freedom as universality. The unity of
the individual with the universal was therefore merely a historical possibility. The subject ﬁrst had to appear as
potentially universal while the objects had to show themselves as a purposive order, responding to the subject’s
striving for rational freedom. The next step was to transform substance into the concrete acts of conscious
spirit. Substantiality was in a sense a merely abstract universality, which was eventually made concrete. The
reconceiving of substance thus assimilated universality as the subject’s own universality. Subjectivity
contained universality since self-consciousness was an inner and subjective universality. Particular
consciousness would eventually become universal self-consciousness, which was the ultimate synthesis of
the universal and the particular and was synonymous with ‘‘the conquest of egoism’’.14
Religious consciousness, however, was marked by both the particular and the universal, which meant that
particular interests were legitimized out of an abstract universality.15 By denying self-consciousness its
universal character and by projecting it as an abstract, transcendent universality on countless particular
interests, the religious arrogation of universality abandoned the community to ‘‘egoism’’.16 Religious
consciousness indeed denied the claims of the self to rise to universality by its own efforts. False universals
such as the absolutist state and the fetishist objects of religion all transcended this power of individuality but
all their attempts to assert freedom on the basis of particular interests were irrational and therefore doomed.
Inﬁnite self-consciousness, on the other hand, meant both freedom and humanity and eventually dissolved
both substance and the ‘‘transcendent absolute’’. The absolute surpassed religious consciousness and was, in
turn, dissolved in the criticism of individual consciousness. Universal consciousness was thus literally
‘‘victorious over egoism’’.17
Substance was part of this relation between critical self-consciousness since universal substance made it
possible for self-consciousness to surpass individual particularism. As an immanent subjective universality,
inﬁnite self-consciousness was ultimately linked to a criticism of liberalism and socialism. According to Bauer
‘‘mass society’’ had emerged out of the French Revolution and was characterized by forms of particularism
that blocked any form of criticism of the existing order. Against the political expressions of mass society Bauer
12
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assessed his own republicanism. Liberalism translated freedom into particularistic interests and acquisition,
which was, like socialism, remotely removed from ‘‘universal freedom’’.
The republic, on the other hand, would be founded on the victory of ‘‘self-consciousness’’ over ‘‘egoism’’.18
Bauer explicitly linked religious egoism to economic egoism, as they were both opposed to the true universality
of self-consciousness. The egoism that Bauer ascribed to Judaism, Christianity was thus also present in his
criticism of both liberalism and socialism which should be considered the main reason why Stirner posits
Bauer’s own ‘‘humane liberalism’’ as the pinnacle of the development towards ‘‘freedom’’ throughout history,
which as will be argued further on, meant the highest oppression of the individual in Stirner’s account. True
singularity or individuality was according to Bauer autonomous since it had cast aside the ﬁxity and rigidity of
particularism. Bauer thus always used singularity in reference to the concept of freedom as universality that
eradicated the particular. Autonomy is therefore a notion crucial for understanding Bauer’s ethical idealism.
Moggach has argued that it was the historicized version of Kantian ‘‘perfectionism’’, uncompromisingly
committed to the transformation of political relations and institutions. Autonomy as a duty with freedom as
its ultimate aim. It strove to bring about a new reality more closely but never deﬁnitively in accord with the
rational concept of freedom. Subjects could thus only attain genuine universality by freeing themselves from
particular interests, transcendent universals and reigning institutions that claimed autonomy over selfconsciousness.19 It is from within this framework that one should examine Bauer’s opposition to Jewish
emancipation in Prussia. Based on their particular identity the Jewish minority in Prussia could not claim
political and social freedom, according to Bauer.
Karl Marx entered the discussion by criticizing both political liberalism and Bauer, while linking
Christianity and the sovereign individual to egoism.20 He had already used a ‘‘transformative method’’ (man
as subject and thought as predicate) in his dissertation on Epicurus and Democritus and linked it to a criticism
of so-called ‘‘abstract individual consciousness’’.21
The notion of ‘‘egoism’’ as it was developed throughout the works of Feuerbach, Bauer and Marx allows us
to elaborate this issue further. Hegel had linked civil society to atomism (individualism), and this thesis was
almost literally translated into a criticism of religion by Feuerbach, Bauer and Marx.22 Feuerbach drastically
radicalized Hegel’s remark that Judaism did not consider nature as the embodiment of the divine.23 According
to Feuerbach, Judaism had reduced nature to an object of self-interest, taking ‘‘egoism’’ as its basic
principle.24 Feuerbach criticized both Judaism and Christianity because they spoke of ‘‘a creation out of
nothing’’ and linked this to the ‘‘absolute personality to whom nature was nothing’’.25
Stirner’s employment of ‘‘nothing’’ is related to this context since he used these very words to launch an
attack on Feuerbach and the whole of philosophy.26 Bauer concluded in a similar way that Judaism was even
further removed from ‘‘freedom’’ than Christianity since it ‘‘felt at home in egoism’’.27 Marx, however, argued
that it was the alleged ‘‘political emancipation’’ of Bauer that reduced men to members of civil society and
therefore to ‘‘egoistic men’’.28 Marx’s criticism of the theological treatment of the ‘‘Jewish question’’ meant
that ‘‘egoism’’ as an ‘‘element of society’’ had to be overcome before Judaism itself would disappear.29 This is
the ultimate consequence of a thesis that was elaborated before him by Feuerbach, since egoism was not the
18
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product of religion, but religion gave legitimacy to ‘‘Jewish egoism’’ according to Feuerbach.30 Christianity
had spiritualized egoism and thus replaced ‘‘earthly bliss’’ with ‘‘heavenly bliss’’.31
The criticism of ‘‘egoism’’ was thus a moral criticism and akin to Christian anti-Semitism. What was clearly
at stake in Hegel, Feuerbach, Bauer and the young Marx was the overcoming of ‘‘egoism’’. These debates will
prove to be crucial in understanding Stirner’s undertaking in ‘‘Der Einzige und sein Eigentum’’. It will be
argued further on that Stirner represented a criticism of Bauer’s philosophy of self-consciousness, which
permitted him to develop a more general criticism of Hegelianism and philosophy in general.

Max Stirners’ early writings: ‘‘self-determination’’ vs. ‘‘egoism’’
Max Stirner (1806–1856) whose real name was Johann Caspar Schmidt, was born in Bayreuth and
studied at the universities of Berlin, Erlangen and Königsberg. Between 1839 and 1844, he held a teaching
position in a school for girls, where he taught German and literature, while frequenting the so-called ‘‘Freien’’
also known as ‘‘the Berlin Young Hegelians’’. After the publication of ‘‘Der Einzige und sein Eigentum’’ he
repeated most of his criticism and arguments in Rezensenten Stirners (1845) and Die philosophische
Reaktionäre (1847).
Stirner started publishing his ﬁrst philosophical articles in 1842 and his initial stand was heavily inﬂuenced
by Bauer, as can be derived from his review of Bauer’s Posaune, where he clearly supported Bauer’s reading of
Hegel as an ‘‘atheist’’ and ‘‘antichrist’’.32 His support for Bauer was, however, preceded by criticism ventilated
towards Edgar Bauer who summarized it in his letter to his brother on 11 February 1841. Stirner considered
Bauer’s criticism as purely ‘‘negative’’, resulting in ‘‘unhappiness’’ turning Bauer, who according to Stirner
‘‘had thrown away all his older authorities’’, into an ‘‘unhappy man’’.33 None of this criticism can be found in
his review of Bauer’s Posaune published a year later.
In Das unwahre Prinzip unserer Erziehung, oder: Humanismus und Realismus (1842), he ﬁrst developed a
dialectic which led to his own ‘‘personalist’’ view out of the dichotomy between the ‘‘Humanistic’’ and
‘‘Realistic’’ forms of education, thus radicalizing a stand he took in his thesis Über Schulgesetze (1834) where
he considered education to be part of some kind of humanizing process. The student recognized himself in the
‘‘purely human’’ and eventually appropriated it.34 In Das unwahre Prinzip unserer Erziehung, he deprived the
Hegelian notion of ‘‘appropriation’’ of any positive appreciation for religion, law or the state. As long as
‘‘thinking’’ remained purely ‘‘formal’’ (humanistic) or ‘‘material’’ (realistic) it would be detached from the
subject, while it had to dissolve in individual ‘‘will’’.35 Education should focus on producing ‘‘free people’’,
‘‘self-creating people’’ instead.36 In his political criticism he put love in opposition to egoism (Selbstsucht), a
notion that was clearly distinct from his own notion of ‘‘self-determination’’. Egoism led to a form of
dependence on ‘‘others’’ and ‘‘passions’’. Self-determination, on the other hand, was distinct from egoism on
the level of reason. Reason thus equalled freedom and vice versa. The political criticism of ‘‘love’’ was linked
to the notion of ‘‘will’’ because ‘‘love’’ only ‘‘wished’’ but made no demands.37
In his review of Eugene Sue’s Les Mystères de Paris he did not so much criticize Sue’s so-called
‘‘philanthropic proposals’’ but attacked his moral presuppositions instead. The numerous characters that
incarnated civil morality were juxtaposed with so-called ‘‘self-created men’’ (‘‘selbstgeschaffenen Menschen’’).
Self-created man or own-man (‘‘eigener Mensch’’) did not believe in all kinds of virtues but rather created
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himself out of his own creative power. The philanthropic proposals were thus no less than attempts to teach
people virtues through a game of reward and punishment and were ultimately attempts to correct the
uncorrectable: the state.38
Der Einzige und sein Eigentum: a parody of Bauers Hegelianism
Stirner’s numerous criticisms were aimed at ideas, presuppositions and thoughts that were put into contrast
with his own notion of ‘‘self-created man’’ who was only ‘‘owned by him’’. This ‘‘self-created man’’ seems to
be an ahistorical subject whose existence gains no legitimacy from a kind of communitarian advent or a
Hegelian or Bauerian philosophy of self-consciousness. We will elaborate on this by carefully examining its
development throughout the two main parts of Der Einzige und sein Eigentum. Self-created man was
elaborated in the second and last division ‘‘I’’ and thus contrasted with the Hegelian or historic ‘‘man’’ of the
ﬁrst part appropriately entitled ‘‘man’’. It is quite crucial to stress that Stirner’s ‘‘I’’ is not the outcome of a
serious historical account as David Leopold has recently claimed.39 The alleged history of ‘‘man’’ is not the
history of the ‘‘I’’, on the contrary, in his ﬁrst part Stirner made a sharp parody of Hegel’s link between
historic-cultural developments and self-knowledge of self-consciousness. Lawrence Stepelevich, who examined
the very ﬁrst chapter of this part entitled ‘‘a human life’’ has recently addressed this Hegelian context.
Stepelevich, however, considers the ﬁrst part to be a serious development of Stirner’s own ideas based on both
his own life-course and the Hegelian inﬂuence he underwent as a student. While not trying to contradict
Stepelevich’s ﬁndings, I suggest that in doing so, Stirner deliberately made a sharp parody of Hegelianism,
which merits further exploration.40
Unlike Stepelevich, I will not start from Hegel’s Enzyklopädie der philosophischen Wissenschaften, but from
his Vorlesungen über die Philosophie der Geschichte, where he clearly links historic-cultural developments and
self-knowledge of self-consciousness: Orient (childhood)– Greek world (youth)– Roman world (Manhood)–
German Empire (old age).41
In his account of ‘‘a human life’’ Stirner, in turn, made a division between: realism (childhood)–idealism
(youth)–egoism (man)–? (Old age).42 He thus left the fourth part open and stated: ‘‘Finally, the old man?
When I become one, there will still be time enough to speak of that’’.43 In the second part entitled ‘‘men of the
old time and the new’’ Stirner consequently made a parody of this historic-cultural overview and made a
division between: ‘‘the old (‘‘realism’’)-the new (‘‘idealism’’)-the free’’. Since ‘‘the free’’ were according to
Stirner nothing more than the ‘‘newer’’ and ‘‘newest’’ among the ‘‘new’’, they were still part of the second
category (the new).44 In reference to Hegel, one should also point to what Stirner called the ‘‘negroidity’’ and
‘‘mongoloidity’’ of the Caucasian age, thus ironically implying that history was the product of the Caucasian
race that would reach its highest point of development in ‘‘egoism’’.45
The formal game of dialectical triads eventually found its high mark in the category of ‘‘the free’’, divided
into ‘‘political liberalism’’ (liberalism), ‘‘social liberalism’’ (socialism and communism) and ‘‘humane
liberalism’’ (Bruno Bauer and ‘‘critical criticism’’). According to Stirner, the development of freedom
throughout history meant that ‘‘spirit’’ or thought became free and thus held the greatest possible power of
subjugation over the concrete individual.46 Political liberalism liberated the egoist from ‘‘the master’’ but
replaced him by a ‘‘ghost’’: the state. Social liberalism got rid of the difference between rich and poor, but put
all property in the hand of a ‘‘ghost’’: society. Humane liberalism likewise got rid of the personal god, but
replaced it by a new faith: mankind or freedom.47
38
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Bruno Bauer thus came at the end of Stirners’s ironic historical account. The development of so-called
‘‘freedom’’, as the cornerstone of Hegel’s entire system, found its highest culmination point in Bauer and
would be juxtaposed with Stirner’s notion of ‘‘ownness’’ in the second part ‘‘I’’. While the history of man is
ﬁrmly tied up with the coming into being of so-called freedom, the ‘‘I’’ is connected with ownness which
clearly has nothing to do with any development throughout the course of history and will eventually set the
stage for Stirners’ criticism of the implicit teleology of dialectical reasoning which according to him found its
highmark in Bauer’s Hegelianism. An interesting historical account of ‘‘egoism’’ can also be found in Marx’s
‘‘Zur Judenfrage’’, in which he stated that ‘‘egoism’’ had reached its highest point of development and would
necessarily ‘‘dissolve’’.48 Stirner wrote as it were an inverted history and used all kinds of formal Hegelian and
Young Hegelian elements making the ﬁrst part of ‘‘Der Einzige und sein Eigentum’’ a clear parody of Hegel’s
Phänomenologie des Geistes. Before elaborating on Stirner’s radical criticism of Hegelianism and philosophy
throughout his notion of ‘‘dissolving’’ I would like to refer to a remark made by Stirner in his criticism of
Szeliga in ‘‘Stirner’s critics’’, of which I provide a translation because it has been omitted in the partial
translation of Frederick M. Gordon49:
‘‘After Szeliga has let the ego in all seriousness develop and identiﬁed him with ‘‘man’’ (p. 4: ‘‘the ego has
not always been ego, not always been man, but instead once child and afterwards youth’’) he turns him into
a ‘‘worldhistoricindividual’’ and ﬁnally, after some deﬁnition of spooks (out of which results that ‘‘a
thoughtless mind is a body and that the naked, bare body is thoughtlessness’’) it is the ego who by
consequence is the spook of all spooks’’.’’50
This remark seems to conﬁrm my earlier statement that the ﬁrst part should be read as a sharp parody of
Hegelian thought. But how are we then to evaluate Stirner’s ‘‘ownness’’? What was considered to be
‘‘freedom’’ had reached its highest point of development according to Stirner and would thus necessarily
dissolve into ownness. Spirit or thinking could only be dissolved by anyone who could think of nature and
spirit as ‘‘ﬁnite’’ and ‘‘passing’’: the ‘‘egoist’’.51 This is a very clear deﬁnition of the ‘‘egoist’’ which has been
completely neglected by scholars until now.
By using the term ‘‘egoism’’ throughout the remainder of his book, he managed to state his case even more
clearly. The whole of Stirner’s project, however, will become clear when we analyse the meaning of both
ownness and egoism. At a ﬁrst glance Stirner seems to use ‘‘ownness’’ and ‘‘egoism’’ interchangeably and even
nearly considers them to be synonymous.52 It should be clear from our previous argument, however, that
Stirner opposed ownness and not egoism to freedom, a difference that should not be treated lightly as will be
argued further on. According to Stirner ‘‘ownness’’ was not an idea but merely a description of the owner:53
Contrary to freedom, right, morality and the state that had ‘‘man’’ as their primary subject, ‘‘ownness’’ was
connected to the owner or the ‘‘I’’. ‘‘Ownness’’ was what the individual held in his power.54 The relation
between ‘‘ownness’’ and ‘‘egoism’’ can thus best be analysed from Stirner’s criticism of ‘‘freedom’’55
‘‘Freedom lives only in the realm of dreams!’’ Ownness, on the contrary is my whole being and existence, it
is I myself. I am free from what I am rid of, owner of what I have in my power or what I control.56
To be the owner meant being owner of the world:
‘‘I secure my freedom with regard to the world in the degree that I make the world my own, i.e. ‘‘gain it and
take possession of it’’ for myself.’’57
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Since Stirner opposed ownness to the Hegelian account of freedom, of which Bauer presented its most
mature from (and thus oppressing), egoism should be considered Stirner’s counterpart for Bauer’s notion of
autonomy. We will therefore analyse the relation between egoism and ownness from the way in which
autonomy and freedom were interrelated in Bauer’s philosophy of self-consciousness. Autonomy repudiated
all the ideas of freedom that were based on either religious, political or economic particular interests and was
thus the prerequisite for attaining the rational idea of freedom. If we detach Bauer’s philosophy of selfconsciousness from its ethical idealism we can easily read his deﬁnition of autonomy as Stirner’s own notion of
egoism.58
We could thus easily translate Bauer’s point of view on autonomy into ‘‘egoism’’ by stating that it attacked
all invariable particular interests, transcendent categories that posited themselves outside of self-consciousness
and was thus the ultimate prerequisite for attaining ‘‘ownness’’.
We will now elaborate on this through Stirner’s notion of ‘‘property’’. Just like Hegel who considered
property to be the ﬁrst expression of freedom (Rechtsphilosophie, y41) ownness and property were intrinsically
tied to another. Both concepts constituted (abstract) right and were the very foundation of ‘‘objective spirit’’
(the gradual development of absolute freedom in concrete reality). Stirner, however, made them the
cornerstone of his generalized attack on right and state. Stirner thus stated mockingly that ‘‘right was the spirit
of society’’ and set it up against his own notion of ‘‘power’’.59 Power was thus considered to be characteristic
of the existing property relations, and this led Stirner to comment on ‘‘property rights’’ and direct his attacks
mainly towards the ‘‘communists’’ (August Becker, Wilhelm Weitling, P.J. Proudhon). Property belonged to
those who were able to make it their own or could make sure that it remained theirs. Private property rights,
however, meant that the state remained owner of property and handed down ‘‘rights’’ to its subjects.60
Private property was thus an alien power outside the individual. Inheritance rights made this very clear since
property did not belong to the ﬁnite person but was an inheritable right.61 If the individual egoistically drew
everything to himself, on the other hand, everything would be his property and he would be owner of
himself.62 Everything was thus drawn upon the ‘‘ﬁnite’’, ‘‘mortal creator’’ who ‘‘consumed himself’’.63 The
property question could thus only be solved through the notion of the owner. As long as those without
property did not become conscious of their own power, they would fall victim to the ‘‘power’’ of others. As
long as power remained monopolized by the state, pauperism and state would be one and the same according
to Stirner.64
It was within this rather speciﬁc context that Stirner opposed ‘‘egoism’’ to ‘‘love’’ as the so-called essence of
society (Feuerbach), thus elaborating his criticism of Feuerbach’s transformative method.65 By making the
predicate the subject and thus making the subject object and principle, Feuerbach had turned Hegel’s
speculative philosophy upside down: ‘‘Thus we no longer say ‘‘God is love,’’ but ‘‘Love is divine.’’66 In doing
so he changed what was ‘‘merely’’ transcendent into an immanent, ﬁxed essence. As a fundamental predicate
of ‘‘man’’ ‘‘love’’ became a ‘‘profession’’, a ‘‘task’’.67 The egoist, on the other hand, did not put his ‘‘essence’’
above him and could thus not ‘‘realize’’ himself.68 Throughout his criticism of the transformative method,
Stirner denounced all dialectical reasoning as a form of teleological or religious thought.
This could be linked to what we, in reference to Ingrid Pepperle, would like to call the Hegelian
‘‘Vergegenständlichungsdialektik’’ which held that ‘‘absolute spirit’’ knew itself only by objectifying itself in
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reality and reclaiming its alienated essence.69 Similar to Hegel, but true to his transformative method,
Feuerbach stated that man knew himself only by objectifying himself in an idea of god and then by
reappropriating this idea. The ‘‘Vergegenständlichungsdialektik’’ thus functioned as a kind of theory of
‘‘human emancipation’’ which presented man as a self-creative being. Within this eternal process of
‘‘Entäusserung-Wiederaneignung’’, ‘‘Vergegenständlichung-Aufhebung’’ self-consciousness according to Bauer
realized its human self-consciousness.
By externalizing itself, self-consciousness was alienated from the static objects that were the products of its
own dynamic productivity. This resulted in an inversion of the subject–object relation, which eventually meant
that free, creative self-consciousness re-appropriated its own objects.
The relation between ‘‘the ego’’ and ‘‘his own’’, just like the structure of the book (‘‘man’’-‘‘I’’), bears
resemblance to this relation. Bauer had reduced Hegel’s fourfold historic account to the age of ‘‘alienation’’
and the ‘‘age ‘‘of the dissolving of alienation. Alienation meant that ‘‘man’’ made himself inferior to his own
products and considered them as a strange power outside of him. Throughout the dissolution of alienation,
man would come to realize ‘‘the state, law, morality and religion’’ as the products of his own selfconsciousness and would realize his essence in free self-determination. Stirner of course considered ‘‘man’’ to
be this strange product outside him and argued in favour of the ‘‘dissolution’’ of all the aforementioned
categories in the mortal ‘‘I’’. The ‘‘Vergegenständlichungsdialektik’’ that corresponded with this relation
claimed the whole of reality as ‘‘my object’’ (‘‘Gegenstand’’) and therefore as my property.70
Egoism was thus the relation between the individual and the whole of reality as his property, which meant
that nothing could claim autonomy over the individual. My alienation (‘‘Entfremdung’’) of the object meant
that I was ‘‘possessed’’ by it, that I did not own the object and thus myself, but that the object ‘‘possessed’’
me.71 My own ‘‘creations’’ thus had independence and forced stability and continuity upon me.72 Stirner’s
notion of ‘‘egoism’’ in Der Einzige und sein Eigentum thus bears resemblance to his notion of ‘‘selfdetermination’’ (Selbstbestimmung) in Einiges Vorläufige vom Liebesstaat (1843) where ‘‘self-determination’’
meant being both the ‘‘creator’’ and the ‘‘creation’’ and was explicitly opposed to ‘‘egoism’’ which meant being
still determined by someone or something.73 This kind of determination is called ‘‘possessedness’’ in Der
Einzige und sein Eigentum.74 ‘‘Egoism’’ was thus the prerequisite to ‘‘ownness’’ since the amount in which the
individual considered the world as his own, determined the amount in which he was owner of himself.75 This
clariﬁes why Stirner used egoism and ownness interchangeably without considering them to be synonymous.
Possessedness meant that it was impossible to ‘‘enjoy’’ life/property, since it always set out a calling.76 By
ascribing a Vergegenständlichungsdialektik to Stirner we are not implying that he actually took dialectics
seriously as will become clear from our analysis of his notion of ‘‘dissolving’’ (Auﬂösung).
Stirners criticism of philosophy as teleology and theology
Throughout the very notion of ‘‘Auﬂösung’’ the concrete subject is not considered a developing subject, but
an action ﬁeld marked by constant changes and ‘‘Auflösung’’. ‘‘Auflösung’’ is also akin to the so-called creative
nothing (‘‘schöpferische Nichts’’). ‘‘Der Einzige’’ is a creative nothing, has no essence to realize but quite to the
contrary creates himself.77
This idea of ‘‘nothing’’ has been addressed by Stepelevich who related it to Hegel’s idea of ‘‘nothing’’ in the
‘‘science of logic’’. Hegel’s notion of pure Being ‘‘made a beginning’’ as the ﬁrst moment in the dialectic BeingNothing-Becoming and set the stage for the whole of his metaphysical system. Stepelevich has argued that this
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‘‘beginning’’ found its antithesis in Stirner’s use of ‘‘nothing’’ as the ﬁrst moment of his thought. Hegel
considered ‘‘nothing’’ as merely the second moment after the empty concept of ‘‘Being’’, whereas Stirner
reversed this procedure and started from a ‘‘nothing’’ from which ‘‘Being’’ would issue.78
Being indeed issued from nothing according to Stirner and it is a creative nothing, a nothing from which the
creator creates everything, but the concept of being was only the necessary step to complete his parody of
Hegels’ dialectic of being. The principle of creation ex nihilo applied by Stirner seems to be part of the much
broader criticism of Hegelianism as it was developed throughout the whole of ‘‘Der Einzige und sein
Eigentum’’. Before returning to Hegel’s ‘‘science of logic’’ we would like to bring Feuerbach’s criticism of
Judaism and Christianity to mind, they spoke of ‘‘a creation out of nothing’’ which was according to him
linked to the ‘‘absolute personality to whom nature was nothing’’.79
Stirner’s own position seems to claim this terrain as his own and sets the stage for the rigorous consequences
that issue from it. If we analyse this in light of the ‘‘science of logic’’, we are confronted with Hegel’s notion of
determinate being (Dasein) as expressing his ontological vision of ﬁnite being as the necessary and yet
inadequate vehicle of inﬁnite being. The ﬁrst notion of pure being, which is being without any determinate
quality, was actually pure emptiness and this nothing was consequently the equivalent of pure being. In order
to move towards a determinate notion of being, being and non-being were joined together in the third notion
‘‘Becoming’’. In Hegel’s metaphysics Spirit is thus embodied in a series of inadequate embodiments moving
between Being and Non-Being and vice versa.80
Determined being (Dasein) issued from becoming, the unity of being and nothing. Determined being was
not only determined according to Hegel but also limited and eventually ﬁnite. What concerns us here is that
Hegel considered being and non-being as contradictory hence as containing its own destruction. Finitude was
exactly this self-destructive nature of determined being but its drive to dissolution was interpreted by Hegel as
a drive to inﬁnity as the life contained by the coming and passing of the ﬁnite.81 If we bear Stirner’s
Vergegenständlichungsdialektik in mind, we can easily observe how it stops with the ﬁnitude of determined
being, the dissolution of the whole of reality in the mortal ‘‘I’’. ‘‘Only the self-dissolving, mortal, ﬁnite I was
really I.82 Finite determined being (Dasein) thus equals the ‘‘mortal I’’ of Stirner who consumes the whole of
reality as his own. Being would consequently be considered ‘‘it’’ (‘‘Es’’) by Stirner, an ‘‘it’’ appropriated and
consumed by the creative nothing and eventually dissolved in the ‘‘mortal I’’.
This notion of ‘‘dissolving’’ (Auﬂösung) seems to be derived from Bauer’s radicalization of Hegel’s dialectic
of selfhood in the Philosophy of Right of which Stirners’ Vergegenständlichungsdialektik presented a biting
parody. While Hegel considered the universal as dialectically absorbing and thus sublating the particular,
Bauer’s concept of universality often suppressed and eventually dissolved or eradicated the particular. We will
brieﬂy elaborate on this, since it clariﬁes the opposition between Bauer’s notion of autonomy and Stirner’s
notion of egoism. According to Hegel freedom constituted the substance and character of the will, a notion
translated into autonomy by Bauer as the striving force with freedom as its ultimate aim. We have already
argued how Stirner translated ‘‘autonomy’’ into ‘‘egoism’’ as the striving force with ‘‘ownness’’ as its ultimate
goal. Bauer’s notion of autonomy however remained faithful to Hegel’s stand that the will was a special way of
thinking, it was thought translating itself into reality. Egoism, however, was not a way of thinking but a
practice as can be easily derived from Stirner’s criticism of thought in general and his very own
Vergegenständlichungsdialektik in particular.83
The dissolution of the whole of reality in the mortal ‘‘I’’ eventually eradicates the universal, which would
according to Bauer leave Stirner with pure particularism. It would therefore be quite misleading to assume
that Stirner merely radicalized Bauer’s philosophy of self-consciousness. One can indeed easily observe how
Bauer reduced the Hegelian absolute to inﬁnite consciousness while Stirner reduced inﬁnite self-consciousness
to the ‘‘mortal I’’ but this is not a relation of continuity but rather of mockery or irony. Before elaborating
more fully on this category of the comic let us take a brief look at the notion of ‘‘dissolving’’. Within his
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teleology Hegel spoke about dissolving the particular in the general.84 Feuerbach spoke about the dissolution
of religion in the essence of religion.85 Stirner, however, did not consider the relation between ‘‘the unique
one’’ and ‘‘his own’’ to be dialectical. Property was dissolved in the mortal ‘‘I’’ and nothing was brought to a
higher plan and secured. In opposition to Bauer’s critical criticism we are left with no form of development
whatsoever.86
Development implies a telos, ‘‘Auflösung’’ meant that nothing stood ‘‘above’’ the individual and that all
ﬁxed ideas were to be dissolved, since life itself was a process of ‘‘self-dissolution’’. Dissolution was no destiny,
since it was part of the here and the now.87 Stirner explicitly referred to Bauer’s earlier statement that
‘‘property’’ was not to become ‘‘stable’’ and should be the object of constant ‘‘dissolution’’.
Bauer’s critical criticism, however, was part of a process throughout which ‘‘man’’ became ‘‘man’’.88 Bauer
only dissolved thoughts in order to replace them by ‘‘higher thoughts’’ according to Stirner. Thought,
however, could never dissolve thoughts themselves. Only thoughtlessness could dissolve thought. This meant
that the ‘‘I’’ could not be ‘‘thought’’ and could not be put into words.89 In his reaction on the reviews by
Feuerbach, Szeliga and Hess Stirner said: ‘‘What Stirner says is a word, a thought, a concept what he means is
no word, no thought, no concept. What he says is not what is meant and what he means is unsayable.’’90
This also implied that one could easily do away with his own thoughts and thus prevent being ‘‘possessed’’
by them. Stirner did not permit someone to take his ideas away from him, but when they were gone he stayed
behind, smiling. Being the owner of all reality meant that one allowed anyone to play with ‘‘high thoughts’’
and ‘‘superior’’ emotions.91 Humour marked the relation of ‘‘der Einzige’’ to his ‘‘Eigentum’’. This was the
ultimate breakdown of any form of static autonomy that could be given to ‘‘the truth’’ and the ultimate
criticism of all thinking that appealed to things that lay allegedly beyond the individual.
It seems that the seriousness, with which one generally deals with the so-called dialectics in Stirner, entirely
misses Stirner’s point of positing a radical nominalism beyond philosophy. The category of the comic, evident
in Bauer’s Posaune, but also in Stirner’s Der Einzige und sein Eigentum needs to be addressed fully in order to
grasp whether it could be considered a means to an end or rather an end in itself. Many of Stirner’s
contemporaries addressed the category of the comic, such as Heinrich Heine and Arnold Ruge. Hegel himself
addressed this issue in his Philosophy of Right. Hegel considered irony as a form of subjectivism, a
consciousness that the principle of conviction is only governed by caprice. An attitude that Hegel ascribed to
Fichte’s philosophy who according to him considered the I to be absolute, which meant absolute certainty,
‘‘universal-selfhood’’. Irony thus proclaimed that the self is always distinct and superior to its creations and
therefore denies all claims of objectivity. It is most interesting to notice how Hegel considered Socrates’ irony
as only a manner of talking to people and not as the essential movement of thought which was of course
according to him dialectic.92 One could easily consider Stirner’s irony as the essential movement of his
thought, ﬁrmly opposed to dialectical reasoning but this statement still does not fully grasp the meaning of
irony as it can be derived from the writings of Arnold Ruge who considered the category of the comic as in
part the appropriate vehicle of emancipation from outworn ideas and institutions. Stirner addressed the
category of the comic in a similar vain in his article ‘‘Kunst und Religion’’ clearly written in reference of
Bauer’s ‘‘Hegel’s Lehre von der Religion und Kunst’’. Stirner treated art in close relation with religion whereas
Bauer treated art in close relation with philosophy based on their shared determinacy, clarity and common
ethical root.93 Stirner treated art as the beginning of religion, since it created the ‘‘ideal’’ which religion turned
into an object of worship. Art, however, eventually reclaimed and destroyed its object and as such also stood
at the close of religion. In reclaiming its creature, art rediscovered itself while renewing its creative powers.
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In doing so it presented religion as a ridiculous comedy thus freeing men from their old belief in its exhausted
being. Comedy according Stirner thus probed into every holy area exposing the emptiness to which man
should no longer hold.
In doing so, it eventually created a new ground for art and stood thus again at the beginning of religion.94
Comedy therefore as emancipation from outworn ideas but also of social relations of which Stirner gave the
telling example of holy matrimony. Stirner’s employment of the category of the comedy should be interpreted
as exposing the outworness of the whole of Hegelian thought as it found its pinnacle in Bauer’s philosophy of
self-consciousness. Stirner’s ironic use of formal Hegelian elements is also in accordance with his stance not to
posit an alternative for the existent, but rather of making it his own and ‘‘consuming’’ it. Language for
instance was considered ‘‘Christian’’ since it was the carrier of ‘‘truths’’ and ‘‘thoughts’’ and thus ‘‘alien from
me’’. Language should not be changed according to Stirner but was to become my own and part of a process
of constantly dissolving life.95 Stirner took his argument quite literally since he used all kinds of wordplays to
state his case, such as playing on the etymological meaning of a word and so on. He also made a clear
reference to Feuerbach in this regard, who had criticized Hegel ‘‘for abusing language by giving different
meanings to one single word’’.96 Readers familiar with Hegel’s spiral form of arguing in the ‘‘Phenomenology’’
might also point to the way in which Stirner gradually built up his thesis by repeating it while adding new
elements to it.
This brings us back to where it all begun: the criticism of personal immortality. Stirner criticized what he
called the conservative tendency of Christianity. Opposite death, ‘‘stability and imperishability’’ were posited,
which meant that conservatism was aimed at ‘‘victory over death’’.97 The Young Hegelians made a similar
mistake by stating that mankind was the eternal undying from which the individual had to derive its fame.98
Contrary to Fichte, Stirner claimed that the I was not everything but destroyed everything. Only the selfdissolving, mortal, ﬁnite I was really I.’’99
Conclusion
This article offers a new analysis of Stirner’s philosophy of ‘‘egoism’’ by considering it a criticism of Bauers’
philosophy of self-consciousness. Max Stirner entered the debates of his time by claiming the much disputed
terrain of egoism as his own while ironically appropriating strictly formal Hegelian elements and arguments
bearing resemblance to Bauer’s philosophy of self-consciousness. His notion of the ‘‘egoist’’ was therefore
clearly opposed to what he considered to be the product of Hegelianism: ‘‘man’’. The ﬁrst part of Der Einzige
und sein Eigentum makes this entirely clear through a parody of Hegel’s Phänomenologie des Geistes where
Stirner posits his notion of ‘‘egoism’’ outside of an ironic historical account while using strictly formal
dialectical elements. In the second part, Stirner elaborates this issue further throughout the notion of
‘‘ownness’’ which he explicitly opposed to the Hegelian notion of freedom, making ‘‘egoism’’ Stirner’s
counterpart for Bauer’s notion of ‘‘autonomy’’ as the striving force with freedom as its ultimate aim. The
dialectics in Stirner should be considered a parody of Bauer’s use of the notion of ‘‘dissolving’’ (‘‘Auﬂösung’’).
Unlike its meaning in the dialectical reasoning of Hegel, Feuerbach, Marx and Bauer, this notion is stripped of
its implicit teleological implications and marked by an absolute absence of any form of development.
Dissolving thus literally meant dissolving; nothing was dialectically brought to a higher plan and preserved.
His Vergegenständlichungsdialektik considered the whole of reality as his own, the world as property
dissolved in the mortal ‘‘I’’. Nothing could thus claim autonomy over the individual who himself was
considered an actionﬁeld marked by a process of constantly dissolving reality in itself. The criticisms of
religion and the absolutist state of his contemporaries were consequently exposed as religious forms of thought
since they stuck with an inherent humanism and teleology. The reading we have presented here thus amounts
to a major revision of our perception of Stirner. Not only were we able to trace the origins of his philosophy in
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his early writings where he developed a philosophy of self-determination, which he called ‘‘egoism’’ in his
magnum opus we were also able to address Stirners’ use of the category of the comic. The Hegelianism in
Stirner should be considered a charade, exposing the outworness of its foundations and drawing anti-hegelian
conclusions while ironically using all kinds of formal Hegelian elements at the same time. Scholars to this very
day like Stepelevich and Leopold have never taken the category of the comic seriously and have consequently
ignored its crucial philosophical meaning for understanding Stirners’ entire undertaking in Der Einzige und
sein Eigentum. Our conclusions are by their very nature a drastic departure from the existing literature on the
subject and will hopefully open a debate on Stirner for the ﬁrst time in nearly 30 years.

